
1. Excavations at Cockersand AbbeX,
Lancashire 1923-2Z

by H. Sherdley and A.J. ;White

De$pl t'ethe considerable excavations which took place 011 the
site of Cockersand Abbey from 1923 onwards, publication was '
inadequate even by the standards of the times, and much of· the
information was placed in the three annual reports of the

Excavation 9o~ittee, which are fairly rare -these days. For this
reason the present authors felt that it would be of int.erest to

make some of the findings more generally accessibleand''Slso to
review some of the conclusions in the light of modern'knowledge.

TopographY

The site today reveals 11 t·tle of the former importance of the

Abbey.,·, The octagonal Chapter House, repaired in post-Dissolution

times as the family vault of the Da).tqn family, and four or five
isolated fragDlents of walls are alltl:l.a.tremain above the ground, while
a linear depression running across the south of the site represents
the main drain of the monastery. Much was recovered of the ground
plan during the excavations and much remains to be found even no.,
since it was mai,nly the chur~h and immediate conven tual buildings '

which were traced, and the more peripheral structures, such as the
Abbot's lodging~ the mill and the storerooms were not located.

It is clear from the documentary evidence and also the topography
of the site, that the Abbey. controlled a relatively small area of
coastal strip limited on one side by Morecambe Bay, and on the other
by marshlandand by deep dykes. Within this area lay all the main
buildings of the Abbey and its immediate demesne lands. Most of
the buildings stood on a slight prominence one or two metres above
the general level of the marsh, the shape of which may have affected
the layout, and at all times there must have been risks of flooding,.
The relative poverty of the remains is probably due to a combination
of stone-robbing at the. Dissolution and erosion by the wind and waves.
A good deal of the original area has been washed away, including at
least one building and no doubt Abbey stone was used at various times
in the construction of sea walls. The greater part of the Abbey,
incidentally, was built of red sandstone which outcrops in the
Vicinity, no.tably on the beach. Later work was apparently characterised
by the use of gritstone, which occurs in the FeMine outliers at a
distance of six or seven miles. .

H1stor:

Cockersand was founded before 1184 AD as a hospital, under the
control of a hermit, 'of great perfection', named Hugh Garth (1).
By 1190 it had become a monastery of the Premonstratensian Order
(named after the mother-house of Premontre in France), but it kept
its hospi tal function to the end, albeit on a small scale. ..Five,
'poor, aged, and impotent men' were in residence in l536'and'ten .
others were provided with bed and boardd4\11Y (2).

Disputes with Leicester Abbey, which had a cell at Cockerham,
caused problems over the next tew years, and it is probable that the
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Abbey was not fully established until 1204-5. In the interim it
may be possible that it moved to Filling, where it also held land. (3)
In view of this, and also the architectural evidence, the first
stone buildings at Cockersand should perhaps be dated to the early
years of the thirteenth century. No timber structures or remains
of Hugh Garth's hospital were noted in the excavation, but considering
the methods used this is hardly surprising. It is, however, possible
that 'John's Hall' was the original Hospital building, hence its
position and state of disrepair by the later mediaeval period.

From this time onwards our main source of knowledge of the Abbey's
dealings is gained from the charters (4), which illustrate the
geographical spread of its lands and the large holdings of even a
relatively poor monastic house (5). Fig. 1 shows the distribution
of land, mainly within Lancashire, in river valley and on the coastal
plain. The charters give an invaluable, it somewhat legalistic
insight on the North Lancashire countryside of the Middle Ages. It
is possible to detect a policy of acquisition in the chartulary;
land was held in virtually every parish in Lancashire north of the
Wyre and in some parishes, notably Caton, a whole series of charters (6)
suggests a deliverate attempt to consolidate holdings in a particular
area. One is seeiDg the results of that policy, however, rather than
the machinations behind it, so that failures are not recorded. A
great deal of time and moneymust have been spent on holding on to
property against the equally rapacious laity. Many such disputes
are recorded in the Chartulary.

After the end of the 13th century, the acquisition of land
practically ceased, as was usual all over the country. Partly this
was a result ot changing economic conditions, in part a result of the
Statute of Mortmain (7) of 1279, which was intended to stop the flood
of property into monastic hands, where it would remain forever.
There was also a notable change from direct management of the land, to
a system of renting-out in later years, due to manpower shortage and
the rise of a semi-independent peasantry.

Most monastic houses were visited periodically by a Bishop or
another Abbot, and reports were made and changes suggested. Cockersand
Abbey was visited on several occasions (8)in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries, by the Abbot of Shap, another Premonstratensian
house. From these we gather that some of the canons were given to
tippling and wearing the latest fashions, apart from more serious
offences! However, these were relatively minor lapses by a handful
of canons over a period of years and were by no means typical.

In 1536 the Commissioners sent by Cromwell recorded the entire
property of the Abbey, moving from building to building And room to
room in the process, thus providing an invaluable guide to the site
at that date (9). It is interesting to note the presence ot 'XXX stalls
in the quere there valued by estimacion lxvjs v11jd'.(lO) and 'vj
Bellys hangyng in the Stiple there'(ll) as well as such items as floor

tile~ (see below). Unfortunately most of the church itself is missing
from the roll on which the Abbey is recorded.

Three years later the Abbey was surrendered by the Abbot and
twenty-two canons (12). After the Dissolution the site appears to
have been despoiled, the stone robbed, and the lead melted down, as
was usual (13). However. it is probable that at least one building
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(the Abbot's Lodging?) was maintained as a house in accordance with
the Act of Dissolution (14) since Robert Gar(d)ner de Abbie (and many
others of his family) are recorded from 1595 onwards in Cockerham
Parish Registers (15). This building is probably the site at least
of the present farmhouse (now unoccupied) of which the main p~rt is
constructed of red sandstone from the Abbey.

In 1543 John Kechyn of Hatfield, bought the site and most of the
local estates, although Gardners continued as tenants, and through his
descendents it passed to the Dalton family, who still own it.

On the architectural side, the documentary eVidence suggests
various rebuildings and repairs. The great Scottish raid of 1322 (16)
would probably mean serious damage to be repaired, and there are
records of other work in 1372(17). The archaeological aspects
suggest a number of changes including the addition of a Lady Chapel,
possibl, in Perpendicular style (post - 1360) (18) and the blocking
of windows in the western range. Other changes are suggested by the
use of millstone grit for mouldings rather than red sandstone (see above).
One wonders whether the 'Stip1e' was also a later addition, as it is an
many monastic sites along with separate accommodation for the Abbot and
his guests.

Early Visitors' accounts of the site are of little assistance in
any attempt to reconstruct its appearance. Le1and, who Visited it
shortly after the Dissolution describes it as 'standing veri bleke1y
and object to al wynddes', but calls it a Cistercian house (19).
Camden makes similar comments on its exposed positions and says it
was formerly a house of'Cluniack Monks'(20). Samuel Buck's engraving
of the Abbey in 1727 (21) shows a confusion of standing wall fragments
and the Chapter House in a ruinous state, before the 19th century
repairs by the Dalton family. In order to 'improve' the composition
Piel Castle and the mouth of the Wyre are moved south and north
respectively, giVing the Bay an extremely landlocked appearance at this
pointl Buck was the earliest, but not necessarily most accurate,
engraver of many ancient monuments.

Good accounts of the site prior to the excavations of 1923-27
are given by W.O. Roper (22) and Hewitson (23). There was more
Visible above ground at that time, than now, and the subsequent
trenching of the ground led to a new pattern of ridges and hollows.
Since the excavations, erosion has removed the isolated fragment of
'John's Hall' Bear the sea wall and has destroyed part ot the drain
where it emerged. The drain itself has been filled in at that point
in rec ent years.

, Risks of vandalism and the theft of stonework make it highly
desirable that the farmhouse should be occupied\once more and that
carved stones should be taken into safekeeping.

Earlier excavations

It is unlikely that we shall ever know the full extent of

excavations at the Abbey before the present century. Probably the
actiVity of stone-robbers merged imperceptibly into that of
treasure-hunters and finally antiquaries. In 1847 (24) a 'Societas
Cockersandi' was set up by a group of amateur antiquaries and artists

who picnicked among the ruins and made drawings which seem,

unfortunately, to have been lost. One member was the architect E.G. Paley.
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They explored the drain for 169 ft. from the shore, as far as a
bleckage caused by cellapse, and recevered a pettery handle frem it.
Later they dug inside the seuth wall ef the church and feund tile
fragments and wall plaster, and then meved en to.search fe·r the nerth
west and nerth-east piers ef the cressing. They recevered frem the
fermer area, part ef a semi-circular deo.rhead and part ef a newel ef
a staircase (25) and frem the latter the benes ef an QX, presumably
a pest-DissQlutiQn depesit. Their actiVities are typical Qf the
peried and the manuscript is written in a charmingly rheterical style.

In a letter (26) to. T. Cann Hughes dated 26/9/1923, Jehn Swarbrick
refers to. the pessibility ef dumping speil ever the sea wall 'as
Mr. Parkinsen did in 1863'. This perhaps peints to.ether explerations
er at least disturbances ef the site. Even befere 1847 (27) there

was SQme werk in pregress Qia the s;1.teas a 'cannen ball' weighing
71bs. had been feund. In view ef the menastic nature ef the site, it
is mere likely to.have been a spherical stene finial er semething ef
that character.

The Main Excavatiens

The principal excavatiens en the site teek place between 1923 and
1927, altheugh mest ef the werk carried eut in the first two. years.
Meney was raised by public subscriptien and administered by the
Exploratien Cemmittee. Day to.day running was by a Werks Cemmittee
cempQsed ef lecal antiquaries and the actual werk was carried eut by
lecal men, particularly ex-serVicemen and these unemployed due to.
slack trade at Lancaster and Glassen Dock. The site fereman was

the 79 years Qld Mr. Jehn Hallews, who. had werked at Ribchester,
Elslack and Wilderspoel under Themas May, and was a Biblical figure
with a lQng white beard.

This hierarchical appreach to. excavatien is an interesting
sidelight en the secial cenditiens ef the time. It may fairly be
said that a number ef problems arese simply because ef the excess ef
chiefs ever braves. Meney was always in shert supply and the need to.
maintain secial niceties and distinctiens seems to. have been at the

reet in part at least. A large prepertion must have been spent in
attracting new subscribers and maintaining the interest ef existing
members - no. bad idea, but at times the actual precess ef excavatien
seems to.have been fergetten, and seme hare-brained schemes seem to.
have been hatched by enthusiastic members, such as excavatians at
Pilling Old Church, and prajected excavations at Warburtan and
Greenhalgh Castle (28) when funds wer~ clearly 1nadequii:lte eV&/J fer the

!erk in ~.nd. lie ptlll, I,t )·lJJlI~p:. ',,,-; ';t""'lf, .,qq 0tJ/.J4f.t<J.I,II'l ..,,,,4100, "'~~
P1ll1..ng ~~i.t()r1c~l "~l)cilCJtJ' r~ ••eX0.9V9tea 1. t in 1')1);; .'lfJ(1 bl~ir pI htr
appears as j'ig. 3. It is interesting to.note that the mi.Jllonldre

Lord Ashten an at least two. eccasions 8tepped in to make up th"l d8t.lcit
at critical peints (29).

In 1923 twelve men were emplayed, and in 1924, werk cantinued
for three menths with eight men and a boy. In the first year the
greater part af the plan ef the cenventual buildings was ebtained

censisting of the Lady Chapel, church, claustral buildings, infir~ary,
and ruins ef 'Jehn's Hall' by the sea wall •. 1924 added details such

as the chamber en the west side of the South Transept, the perch leading
into. the seuthern range, and the lead pipe carrying water frem the
Canon's Lavaterium (where they washed their hands befare lunch) into
the main drain.
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In 1925 no work was carried out (30) and when it was resumed in
1926 it was on a very much reduced basis. Only one man was employed,
filling in trial holes and tracing further walls (31) and plans were
made of the Chapter House. This probably continued into 1927 (32).
Reinterment of some of the bodies of Dalton ancestors buried in the

Chapter House seems to have been contemplated, if not carried out,
presumably in order to locate the true floor level. \33).

Excavations in Lancaster began in 1927 and these seem to have
drawn off most of those who had been involved with the Abbey.

There was some intention to preserve the remains of the Abbey and
to maintain the site open, but by 1930 (34) a quotati~n of £65 was
obtained for filling in the site, and in 1932 (35) this was apparently
carried out.

The methods of excavation were fairly crude, as can be seen from
contemporary photographs •. In order to conserve money i.t was decided
to locate and follow up the walls, removing only sufficient soil to
enable a plan to be made. Only in the Presbytery, South Transept
and the Cellarage under the Frater was any attempt made to clear an
area, although a large quantity of soil was removed from outside the
western range. Consequently finds were relatively few and because
the emphasis was much more on the architecture than the archaeology,
no pottery at all, and only four representative floor tiles were ever
published (36). Few of the finds were localized and none were clearly
stratified. It is in consideration of finds, however, that much of
the reappraisal can be made.

No clear division into periods of building was observed at the
time, other than the use of gritstone in 'later' work, (37), but some
reconsideration can be made on the basis of published findings. It
is, of course, encouraging for any future archaeologist to note that
earlier buildings and sealed deposits still remain untouched and that
little damage was caused by the excavations. No work at all was
carried out on buildings beyond the immediate conventual ranges and
many of the more functional and less purely monastic structures
remain to be located (38).

Interpretations

The plan of the Abbey as obtained in 1923-24 (see Fig. 2) is

largely that of its arrangement at the rl1ssolution, and is clearly
the culmina tion of some 330 yee.rs 0 f deve) opmen t. A numt)er 0 f addj tj 0/16
and later featurea call be d4'itf:tctedfrfJ1JI tIJ')I;}-1/1t!,Q 1" 1t11.ll'I'1tt:J dJ"l lliJt:. '"

d1ff~rent 'llJHJOllrj'. It It: cl",,/"' t'"I,ff! 'd"I~"I:,'I/I"':fI:>f~ (~'II UI!~~ ·,,1 fr, H,,·.
decrease in th,,: nU1lloera'Jf ~holr-monk~ ~"rJ trl~ CfJr.r'J~ID!R and 1""./~y.rd /"flf'!
of the monastic ?ules during the tourta/Omth !Hld fitte(~rlthceflturi."'J

there was a tendency. to spl1 t up larger spaceo in to a neri es of rooms
and to change the use of many of the claustral buildings.

Hence we find that the monks' dormitory, usually placed on the
first floor of the eastern range, is often split up into separate
cubicles (40) and that fireplaces, once to be found only in the Warming
House below the dormitory are by the sixteenth century more widespread
leading to disuse or change of use of that room. The Warming-House '
does not appear in the Commissioner's report (41) and it "had probably
by this time become the 'Bredde House' (42), an example of how domestic



uses had begun to invade even the buildings around the cloister.
In the ki tchen the presence of 3 stpi ts and a dripping-pan (43)
illustrate the growth of a meat diet in the monastery proper, a diet
formerly confined to the Infirmary. This change was usually attended
by additions to the kitchen, and possibly some of the foundations to
the south of the Cellarage represent this.

The Abbot had his own range of buildings as can also be seen from
the 1536 report. Where these lay is uncertain, but the present
farm-house may stand on the site. At least five rooms are recorded
by name in this range. Another important range contained the Seawall
Chamber, the Inner Chamber, the High Chamber, the Under Chamber and the
Middle Chamber. Judging by the number of beds these all contained,
it is likely that this is the western range, traditionally given over
to guest-accomodation and storage. 'John's Hall' may represent
the 'Seawall Chamber'and the other buildings probably ran east and
north from it. This building seems to have been in bad repair in
1536 (44), possibly due to erosion by the sea. The same reason may
lie behind the blocking of several windows in the western range, the
most exposed part of the site.

The 'southern foundations' of the plan almost certainly represent

the Reredorter, pace Prof. A. Hamilton Thomp~on (45), since this was
nearly always accessible directly from the dormitory. The position
immediately over the drain is a clear indication of purpose. Further
east, foundations and standing walls probably represent the Infirmary,
where sick and old monks, and in this case, also perhaps some of the
old sick men supported under the hospital arrangement, would have lived.
It is possible, though, that the 'hospital' was situated in the guest
wing.

To the north of the church lay the Lady Chapel, an obvious addition
to the plan, occupying the same relative position as the one at Ely,
and lastly the Precinct Wall, of which only parts were excavated, but
which clearly followed the edge of the slight rise on which the Abbey
was built. It has been recovered east of the church also, but its
course on the southern side was not found. A slight hollow on the
extreme south of the site, however, beyond which ridge-and-furrow
begins, may represent its robbed-out line. A gatehouse of some kind
might be expected in the circuit of the walls, though there is no
record of this.

Due to topography of the site, with the western end of the Abbey
facing the sea, it appears that some features one would normally
expect to be at the western side of the precinct could not be placed
there. I-lostof the secular business was usually carried out where
it did not interfere with the peace of the community and the western
part of the nave was often a parish church. The Outer Parlour, which
was usually a porch with seats outside the western range, was outside
the southern range at Cockersand, and all access appears to have been
from this side. The effect is that buildings are obviously rather
muddled on this side and the plan is somewhat different from most others.

The presence of a lead pipe leading throup;h th" (;olltJl'fJp'" In tht,
southern range into the main drain maker:;1t. c]l;lfJrthrd. tt", I.IJVof,ol'jum
(see above) lay just within the cloister, close to the steps to the
l'rater, or refec tory.

In common with other Premonstratensian Abbeys (46) the church had

an aisleless nave and aisleless choir. Despite its slight appearance,

9
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it was some 60 metres long, longer than the present Lancaster Priory.
A straight joint in the N. wall of the presbytery may indicate a break
in building operations or a later extension eastwards, as at F:asby
and .~hap.

Finally the ~teeple, containing the six bells, may well have been
the tower over the crossing rather than a separate building. It was
quite normal procedure to heighten the original 'lantern' in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, occasionally unsuccessfully. The
newel stair, found in 1847 (see above) may relate to this structure.

From the plan, documentary evidence and other parallels, the
following sequence of building may be suggested:

c 1180 Hospital founded on the site by Hugh Garth, a hermit
who was already well-established here.

c 1190-120, Foundation of Abbey. Due to a dispute it may
have been begun at Pilling instead, and Pilling Hall Farm may
represent its site.

c 120,-1230 Building in stone at Cockersand. East end and
South wall of church. Some domestic building?

c 1230 Chapter House (date given by Pevsner (47) ).

c 1230-1350 .Completion of main Abbey buildings apart from
repairs, alterations, and some additions.

c 1360-1540 Addition of Lady Chapel, Abbot's Lodging and extra
kitchen, and alterations to the Choir, Dorter, Western range and
probably other buildings also.

Many of the buildings outside.the cloister may have been timber
built and would thus not have left many traces, resulting in their
being missed during the excavation. Much on the western side will
have been eroded, including presumably whatever harbour facilities
there were (48)• The site of the windmill mentioned in 1536, may
however, be preserved in the name 'Mill Brow' on the 1st edn. Ordnance
Survey map of 1847, where the stone lighthouse now stands.

Three trefoil-headed windows are built into Crook Farm about
t mile north of the Abbey, and two pointed door-heads can also be seen
there. They were probably removed from the Abbey after the Dissolution,
but the possibility remains that Crook was a demesne farm and that the
stones actually belong there. Other objects which claim origin in
the Abbey are an oak chest formerly at Thurnham Hall, which however,
seems to be much too late, a brass processional cross described in
John O'Gaunt's sketchbook (1879) as 'found on the Dalton Estates',
also formerly in ~burnham Church but now in a Lancaster Bank for
safekeeping, and the famous Choir Stalls, now in Lancaster Priory.
There are fourteen of these and Lancaster only ever had six monks, so
it is suggested that Cockersand (which had thirty choir-stalls (49)
or Furness (which would have had more) were the original owners. No
concrete facts can be established except that Cockersand is nearer and
easier of access, and that thirty stalls of this size would have fitted
into the choir, despite its narrowness. However, Lancaster Priory
also has a valid claim as the number of stalls was often far greater
than the number of monks, and allowances may hs.vebeen mode for 1ncreafle
or for visiting clergy (50).

Two final points may be made about an esoential feature of any



monastic site: the availability of fresh water and of drainage.
The excavators of Cockersand noted the presence of a water cistern and
a covered fresh water channel along the outside of the Western range
(see plan) which suggested the use of rainwater gathered from the
large roof-area of the buildings. It is clear that water drawn from
the Moss would be brackish and undrinkable, but a well immediately
behind (W. of) the present farmhouse may have provided the main supply.
It is cut into the red sandstone in its lower part and the top is
formed of carefully radiused sandstone blocks, with a diameter of some
3-4 metres, much greater than the present entrance. There is some
suggestion of a covered well-head below modern ground-level.
Considering the size and quality of this well, a monastic origin would
not be unreasonable.

The main drain of the Abbey runs along the southern side of the
si te from somewhere near the farmhous,e to a disch~rge point, now
covered by the sea' wall. It obviously served several buildings,
including the Reredorter and Infirmary. A geophysical survey might
reveal its extent, and other buildings oould be expected in its
neighbourhood. It is not clear how the drain worked; there is no
evidence for a culverted stream as at many other Abbeys, and water
was clearly too precious a commodity at Cockersand to be used merely
for washing out drains. A possible explanation may be that at high
tide, sea water was allowed to fill the drain and was pent up at the
eastern end by sluice gates, so that on its release at low tide it
would scour out the waste very efficiently., If this is so, a system
of sluices might be expected ili the area, east of the Infirmary.

Footnotes

1. W.O. Roper LCAS IV 1886 p. 26

2. Farrer; Cockersand Chartulary. Chetham Society, Vol. 64 p. 1158

3. VCH vol. 11 p. 154. Pilling Hall Farm may have been the site,
and was later the principal grange of the Abbey.

4. Farrer; Cockersand Chartulary. Chetham Society. Vols. 38, 39,
40, 43, 56, 57, 64.

5. J.J. Bagley. A History of Lancs. with Maps & Pictures (1967) p. 17

6. Farrer. op.cit. p. 826-82 and pasoim.

7. F.R. Crossley. The English Abbey (Batsford 1962) p. 135

8. eg Farrer Ope cit. p. 1135

9. ibid p. 1170-82

10. ibid p. 1171. For a discussion of their survival, see below

11. ibid p. 1181

12. ibid pp. 1153-4

13. For a vivid description of the scene at Roche Abbey, Yorks, see
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THE FINDS

1. The Tiles (Fig. 4. I-g)

The Commissioner's Report of 1536 records the presence of floor
tiles in the Lady Chapel and Cloister, but it is clear that the
portion of the roll dealing with most of the church is missing, hence
those in the two transepts, found by excavation, do not appear. The
demand for paving-tiles in any monastic building would be a fairly
short-term one, conn,eted with the building programme. This would
almost certainly give rise to an itinerant school of tile-makers who
like many early bell-founders would find it more convenient to
manufacture tiles on the site than to carry them from a central
source. This would explain the strong family resemblance between
tiles in neighbouring monasteries, a connection which over-rode the
difference between Orders. It is likely that a tile-kiln exists
somewhere on the Cockersand site.

All the tiles illustrated here are inlaid tiles, made by
pressing red-firing clay into wooden moulds and then filling in the
impressed pattern created with a white-firing clay. Lead glaze on
the surface would give the tile a yellow-on-brown pattern, often
copied in Victorian times, but in the examples shown, glaze is for the
most part, sparse, reflecting either a deliberate finish, or, perhaps
two or three centuries of use. Inlaid tiles were common in the 13th
14th centuries and at Cockersand should perhaps be dated to the middle
of the 13th century when building was probably almost complete.

1-2. Two of a sixteen-tile repeating pattern representing harts
and hounds within a circular floral trellis. The use of white clay
infilling on the hound has obliterated all the facial detail which
exists in the red matrix, a clear suggestion that mould-maker and
tile-maker were separate individuals.

1. North transept.
2. South transept.

3. Inlaid tile with traces of lead glaze. Either the centre
of a circular pattern or one of a continuous repeating pattern.
~osette and star in centre and four quadrants with fleur-de-lys.
From S.W. corner cloister.

4-5. Two tiles of nine-tile pattern, with patches of lead glaze.
Leaves at corner, circular pattern with square and circular knot-work.
Separately impressed floral stamps and animal (?)motifs.

4. Lady Chapel.
5. South transept.

6. Unglazed tile with two quadrants containing separately
impressed crosslets. In the central area a leaf or stylized fish.

From the South transept.

7-8. * Two larger tiles from a four tile pattern, occupying a
similar area (1 square foot) to the nine-tile pattern of 4-5 above.
Units are based on a 6 x 6 ins. tile rather than a 4 x 4 ins. Patches
of bright green glaze.

9. * Fragment of tile with four-leaf and central rosette pattern.
A similar tile appears at the Cistercian Sawley Abbey (cf. Harland,
Sawley Abbey, 1853, Fig. V).

I ,~
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2. Pottery (Fig. 5 1-9. Fig, 6 1-8)

1./

North western mediaeval pottery styles are not yet closely
datable. Two sources in North Lancashire are reasonably well-known:
the 13th-14th century Docker kilns, near Whittington, and the Tudor
kilns at Silverdale. Others remain to be located, notably one near
Galgate on land owned by Cockersand Abbey itself and in operation in
the late-12th-early-13th century at least. Fabrics produced include
a hard gritty buff, not only confined to cooking-pots, from Docker;
fine grey, usually with olive green or brown glaze, with a wide
distribution, from Silverdale and a soft creamy fabric whose source
is as yet unknown. Without prejudice to further fabrics yet to be
discovered or other fabrics from the same kilns, these will, here be
referred to as fabrics A,B, and C.

Fig. 5 1. Jug with flat strap-handle and series of grooves
round neck. Fabric B? but brown rather than grey.
Sixteenth century. From N.W. corner of Precinct Wall.

2.* Seven non-conjoining fragments of a jug without any
trace of glaze. Thirteenth-Fourteenthcentury. Fabric C?

3.* Greater part (less rim) of jug or jar in Fabric B
with diagonal streaks of yellow/brown glaze.
Sixteenth century.

4.* Base of two-handled cup in hard red fabric with brown/
purple glaze inside and out. Possibly 'Cistercian'
ware and similar to Brears' type 14 (P. Brears,
English Country Pottery, p. 20) Late Sixteenth early
Seventeenth century. From interior of cistern, at
W. end of church.

5.* Rim of small jar with lid-seating. Fabric A with
patchy green glaze on exterior rim. Thirteenth
Fourteenth century.

6.* Seven conjoining sherds of jar with flat rim, in
fabric A with mottled green/yellow glaze inside and
out. Pronounced girth-grooves. Thirteenth - Fourteenth
century.

7.* Three sherds of a top-handled urinal in a very course
buff/orange fabric with patchy orange glaze on exterior.
Thrown as a squat, narrow mouth jar which is then
plugged and a handle placed on top and new hole cut

in the shoulder. cf. Carlisle 1953 (CW2LIV, p. 100,
No. 35) Thirteenth - Fourteenth century?

8. Neck of urinal in smooth orange fabric with a mottled
green glaze on exterior and horizontal handle. For
another example from the the Abbey see B.J.N. Edwards,
Lancashire Archaeological Bulletin, No. 1, pp. 2-5
(fig. 3) N.W. corner of Precinct Wall.

9.* Narrow-mouth jar or urinal in smooth pink/brown fabric
with dull green/brown glaze on exterior. Crackle on
rime caused by inverted stacking in kiln.

Fig. 6 1.* Jug handle in fabric A with grey core and traces of
green glaze. North side of Lady Chapel.

2.* Skillet handle, fabric and glaz,eas aio,:.,. North side
of Lady Chapel.

3.* Fragment of a ridge-tile in a soft orange fabric
with marks of chopped straw and sparse yellow/green
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glaze. N.W. corner of Precinct Wall.
4.*-5.* Two sherds probably from the same vessel. Smooth buff

fabric with green/brown glaze and applied ornament.
Mid Thirteenth - Fourteenth century.

6.* Jug sherd in brown/buff fabric with green glaze and brown
glaze over applied strips, perhaps from an iron-rich clay.
Date as above. .

7.* Jug sherd in fine brown fabric with olive green glaze on
exterior. Applied scale pattern. Date as above. From
outside W. wall.

8.* Jug sherd in hard, slightly gritt1, grey fabric, with
combed pattern and brown glaze on exterior. Early
Fourteenth century.

3. Metalwork (Fig. 6 9-14)

Not much metalwork from the Abbey site survives, perhaps, because
of acid soils and also perhaps because it had too great a value to the
despoilers to be left behind. Probably the difficulty of separating
the lead from the glass, accounts for their survival, since lead from
the roof would be much more accessible.

10.

14.*

11.*

15.*

16.

Iron key forged from a rectangular section bar. From
the main drain.

Iron casket key. Originally a Greek and Roman type,
it has been re-invented several times, latterly as the
'French night-latch'; for mediaeval examples cf. London
Museum Mediaeval Catalogue (1940) p. 143, type IX.
Fourteenth - Fifteenth century.
From the main drain.

Iron bar, with traces of another crossing it at approximately
right angles. Presumably one of the many 'barres of iron'
in windows throughout the Abbey, woth in 1536 between
id and 1d each.
From below the W. window, outside.

12.*-13.* Leadcames from windows, still containing fragments of
glass. These are remarkable for their small area,
suggesting an intricate pattern.
12. From below W. window, outside.
13. From N. side of Lady Chapel.

Bronze fragment, with longitudinal groove and small rivet
holes. Possibly from a book-cover.
From outside W. wall.

Whetstone in fine grey sandstone.

Fragment of miniature engaged column in fine limestone,
from a shrine or statuary niche. Scribed marks on upper
surface and an incised cross on front face.

All objects marked with an asterisk are reproduced by courtesy
of Mr. Crabtree of Thurnham Hall in whose possession they are, and were
kindly brought to my attention by the County Archaeologist,
Mr. B.J.N. Edwards. The remainder are in the collections of I~ncaster
City huseum.


